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Abstract—Quality requirements are main drivers for archi-
tectural decisions of software systems. However, in practice
they are often dismissed during development, because of ini-
tially unknown dependencies and consequences that complicate
implementation. To decide for meaningful, feasible quality
requirements and trade them off with functional requirements,
tighter integration of software architecture evaluation and
requirements prioritization is necessary.

In this position paper, we propose a tool-supported method
for architecture-driven feedback into requirements prioritiza-
tion. Our method uses automated design space exploration
based on quantitative quality evaluation of software architec-
ture models. It helps requirements analysts and software archi-
tects to study the quality trade-offs of a software architecture,
and use this information for requirements prioritization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quality requirements (QRs) drive software architecture

design. To study whether a software architecture design will

be able to meet given QRs, software architecture evalua-

tion research provides methods [1], including quantitative

methods to predict attributes such as performance [2] and

reliability [3].

However, while QRs are defined in many companies

upfront, they are often dismissed later [4], [5]. In particular,

interdependencies and trade-offs among QRs usually remain

unclear, so that they cannot be appropriately defined and

prioritized. Major difficulties complicate QR prioritization:

First, many quality attributes are pervasive, so that the

costs and trade-offs to achieve them are hard to estimate

in advance [4, pp. 3, 9]. Second, many QRs need to define

a required quality level on a continuous scale, such as a

response time of 5 seconds. Due to the continuous scale,

the prioritization of QR has the additional dimension of

choosing the right quality level [5, p. 74].

A tighter integration of requirements engineering and soft-

ware architecture has been proposed [6], [7], emphasizing

feedback from architecture to requirements. These works

describe a mindset for software architects; however, they do

not provide concrete methods and tool support to combine

the two worlds.

In this paper, we describe a tool-supported method for

architecture-driven feedback into requirements prioritization.

Our method employs an automated design space exploration

technique based on quantitative evaluation of quality at-

tributes of software architecture models. Our methods helps

requirements analysts and software architects to study the

quality trade-offs of a given software architecture, and use

this information for requirements prioritization. In particular,

the method helps to (1) decide on required quality levels con-

sidering quality trade-offs and costs (QR prioritization), and

(2) make trade-off decisions between quality and functional-

ity (prioritization between QR and functional requirements).

The contribution of the paper is the description of a

process how to quantitatively support quality requirements

prioritization using model-based software architecture eval-

uation, in particular including the required modelling and

analysis steps. A preliminary version of the underlying

vision has been published before [8], but did not detail on

the additionally needed steps compared to existing design

space exploration techniques. We have already implemented

several steps of this method in the PerOpteryx tool [9] and

validated them in multiple settings, including an industrial

case study [10]. A full end-to-end implementation and

validation is the next step in this line of research.

In the remainder of this paper, Section II describes the

architecture-driven QR prioritization process. Section III dis-

cusses how existing research results can support individual

steps of the process and derives open research challenges for

the complete realization of the process. Finally, Section IV

discusses related work and Section V concludes.

II. ARCHITECTURE-DRIVEN QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

PRIORITIZATION

The steps of the architecture-driven QR prioritization

process are depicted in Fig. 1. The three phases “Modelling”,

“Automated Exploration”, and “Analysis” are detailed in the

following three subsections.

To convey our process, we describe its stepwise applica-

tion to an example based on a real system. The Business

Reporting System (BRS) allows users to retrieve statistical

reports about business processes from a database. Fig. 2

shows a condensed excerpt of the architecture model of the

BRS visualized using annotated UML diagrams. The compo-

nents are allocated to four different servers. The architecture

model also contains behaviour models, an example for the

CoreOnlineEngine component is shown in the lower part.

As the input for our process, let us assume that perfor-

mance, reliability, security, and costs are relevant quality

attributes for the example system. In particular, the relevant

QRs to prioritize are the required response time of the main

use case (using the five system services as shown in Fig. 2)
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Figure 1. Architecture-driven Quality Requirement Prioritization Process
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Figure 2. Annotated Architecture Model of the BRS Example. For
Example, “Demand” Annotations Describe the Performance Properties of
Components

under a given workload, the required probability of failure

on demand (POFOD) of this use case, the operating costs,

and the protection of the system against unauthorized access.

Quality levels are not yet defined. Software architects have

designed an initial architecture, possibly based on an initial

prioritization. Furthermore, requirements analysts want to

decide whether to extend the functionality with an automated

deviation analysis function, which monitors the business data

continuously and sends alarms to the users if deviations in

business indicators are recognized (functional requirement

FR1).

Now, requirements analysts and software architect to-

gether want to prioritize QRs, i.e. (1) decide on the required

levels of quality for the relevant quality attributes and (2)

trade-off with the selected functional requirement.

A. Modelling Phase

First, software architects enhance the given architecture

model with estimated or measured performance and relia-

bility properties [2], [3] (step 1), resulting in the annotated

software architecture model (Fig. 2). Hardware nodes are

additionally annotated with operating costs estimations, e.g.

from vendor specifications (not shown).

The design space to be automatically explored by the

tool is modelled as so-called degrees of freedom of the

software architecture. Quality degrees of freedom capture

possible changes of a software architecture that impact

quality attributes. For example, allocating components dif-

ferently to servers is modelled as an “allocation degree of

freedom”, expressing the change of the architecture model

as a model transformation. Such quality degrees of freedom

can be generically identified for a software architecture meta

model (e.g. UML) and a quality attribute [11] and thus

only need to be selected from a library by the software

architect [9] (step 2). In the example, software architects

select to vary the amount and type of servers to procure as

well as the allocation of components to servers, including

options where components are replicated to several servers

for load balancing and fault tolerance as quality degrees of

freedom.

Security is only to be treated by operationalization in this

example, without quantitative analysis, because quantitative

security evaluation is still ongoing research. Software archi-

tects analyze that the weak points of the current architecture

is the communication with the user over insecure networks

and the resulting accessibility of the servers on this network.

Thus, they suggest a dedicated server as a gateway to the

insecure network (security option: demilitarized zone server

DMZ, step 3). Then, they model the effects (step 4) of

introducing this option, namely an additional server to which

only the uncritical components (Webserver and Scheduler)

can be deployed. The resulting degree of freedom is a

operationalizing degrees of freedom.

Finally, the effects of the additional functional require-

ment “FR1: deviation analysis” are modelled (step 5), by

modelling an additional component called “Deviation Anal-

ysis”, which accesses the database and is triggered in regular

intervals. The resulting degree of freedom to include this

components is a functional degree of freedom.

B. Automated Exploration Phase

Combined, the degrees of freedom define a design space

for the given architectural model. Then, an automated search

explores this design space (step 6) by using multi-objective

evolutionary optimization [12]. The search subsequently

generates candidate architectures in this design space and

evaluates them using quantitative quality evaluation tech-

niques.

The objective functions (denoted Oi) are (1) the quantita-

tive evaluations of the mean response time (O1) and POFOD
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(O2) of the system’s main use case, (2) the operating costs

as derived from the used hardware (O3), (3) whether to use

the security option (O4), and (4) whether to include the

“deviation analysis” (O5). The latter two objective functions

are binary. The search tries to determine the architecture

candidates that are optimal trade-offs with respect to these

five objectives, i.e. Pareto-optimal1. As an approximation of

the true Pareto-optimal candidates, the output of the search is

a five dimensional Pareto-front [12], which characterizes the

subset of the design space relevant for trade-off decisions.

C. Analysis Phase

As such a multi-dimensional Pareto-front cannot be di-

rectly analyzed by human decision makers (DM) (i.e. re-

quirements analysts and software architects), an automated

conflict and dependency analysis (step 7) determines the

objectives which are actually conflicting so that the DM

need to make trade-off decisions. An example report for our

example is shown in Fig. 3.

The additional functionality “FR1: deviation analysis” is

found to conflict with costs and performance. The depen-

dency analysis finds that this effect is rather constant over

the different other degrees of freedom. In the report, it

approximates the effect to be $1500 higher operating cost

or 1 second longer response time or a combination of both.

For security option 2 “DMZ”, only a slight conflict is

detected as the exploration finds an architectural candidate

with only slightly higher costs by deploying the Webserver

and Scheduler components on a dedicated server with a

less powerful and thus less expensive configuration, thus

tailoring it to the load of these two components. This

might be surprising for the DMs, because they might expect

higher operating costs because an additional server has to

be procured.

However, performance and reliability have a strong con-

flict with costs. The dependency analysis determines that

the use of replication is the cause: If an application server

hosting the main components CoreGraphicEngine and Core-

OnlineEngine is replicated, this improves both performance

1Candidate architectures are Pareto-optimal if every further improvement
of one objective is only achievable by deteriorating another objective.
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Figure 4. Requested Pareto Front to Inspect (Performance and Reliability)
vs. Costs Conflict (with “DMZ” Selected). POFOD Values are Not Shown
as They Correlate With Response Time.

and reliability due to load balancing and increased tolerance

toward one server failing, respectively. However, the oper-

ating costs increase.

To analyze this conflict (step 8), DMs can request the

relevant view of the Pareto front, assuming that “DMZ”

is selected. The resulting view is shown in Fig. 4. The

Pareto-optimal architectural candidates are depicted as blue

diamonds with their costs and response time values. As

performance and reliability correlate, only response time is

shown in this view. DMs can trade-off these two qualities

with the incurred costs. Furthermore, they can inspect the

change if the “FR1: Deviation Analysis” requirement is re-

alized. Graphically, realizing the “FR1: Deviation Analysis”

requirement moves the Pareto-front to the right and up, as

indicated in Fig. 4 with the grey triangles.

In this example, after negotiations with other stakehold-

ers based on this data, stakeholders decide that the best

cost/benefit trade-off is to require a response time of 2.5

seconds maximum and operational costs of $25000 max-

imum (quality level definition) as well as to include the

“DMZ” security option and the “FR1: Deviation Analysis”

requirement (requirements selection) because their negative

quality effect is acceptable and “worth it”. Thus, they

prioritize and decide on the requirements.

Note that the modelled artefacts can be reused and updated

for subsequent analyses, e.g. additional quality attributes,

additional functionality, or any other evolution of the design

and later system. Thus, our approach supports an iterative

handling of requirements and architecture as envisioned by

Nuseibeh [6] and Woods and Rozanski [7].

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND TOOL SUPPORT

In this section, we will first highlight the existing methods

and tools used in the process, and then derive missing

research challenges to close the remaining gaps.

First, quantitative quality prediction methods based on

architectural models (step 1 in Fig. 1) are available for

performance [2] and reliability [3]. Furthermore, several

approaches to automatically improve software architecture

models (step 6) based on such quality evaluation have been



Figure 5. Example Interactive Visualization of Trade-Off Situation

suggested recently. We will realize the process based on our

PerOpteryx approach [9], which has already been validated

in an industrial setting [10] and supports quality attribute

degrees of freedom (step 2).

Finally, approaches from multi criteria decision making

(MCDM) [13] will be adopted to help DMs make trade-off

decisions satisfying all relevant stakeholders (step 8).

Building on this foundations, we see two research chal-

lenges to be tackled by our future research.

On the modelling side, software architecture improvement

approaches such as PerOpteryx need to be extended. Cur-

rently, quality degrees of freedom are defined on the software

architecture metamodel level, capturing general options how

to affect quality attributes such as allocation of components

to servers. However, to express QR operationalization op-

tions (step 4) and functional requirements realization options

(step 5), the degree of freedom model will be extended to

allow modelling of options on the specific system level.

On the analysis side, the detection of dependencies and

conflicts (step 7) needs to be automated to make the insights

accessible for DMs. In addition to reports like shown in

Fig 3, the output of such a step could be QR dependencies

as e.g. used in the Non-Functional Requirements Frame-

work [14] but enhanced with quantitative data. Then, the

identified conflicts and trade-offs to be made need to be

presented to the DM (step 8). In initial work in this direction,

we have explored using the Value Charts [15] MCDM

technique as shown in Fig. 5, which visualizes the available

candidates and thus helps DMs to interactively explore

their own preferences (i.e. change weights of objectives

represented by column width) and finally make trade-off

decisions.

IV. RELATED WORK

Boehm identified the need for iterative handling of re-

quirements and software architecture decades ago [16].

Nuseibeh’s Twin Peaks model [6] suggests to concurrently

develop requirements specification and architecture by using

insight from one activity in the other. Woods and Rozan-

ski [7] describe how insights from software architecture

design can frame and inspire requirements specification.

However, while both methods describe a mindset for soft-

ware architects, they do not provide concrete methods and

tool support to combine the two worlds.

Most approaches for quantitative software architecture

evaluation only focus on one quality attributes (e.g. perfor-

mance [2] or reliability [3]). Some qualitative approaches

such as ATAM [17], [1] specifically trade off quality at-

tributes based on architecture insights, however, they do not

provide feedback based on quantitative data.

Recently, approaches helping the software architect to

improve a given software architecture model have been pro-

posed (e.g. Archeopteryx [18], ArchE [19], PerOpteryx [9],

Performance Booster [20]). Such approaches automatically

vary a given architectural model based on predefined de-

grees of freedom, such as component allocation to servers,

component selection, or change of hardware parameters and

software parameters. Still, these approaches only provide

feedback to the software architect and their connection to

decisions on the requirements side remains unexplored.

In the field of requirements engineering, numerous ap-

proaches to handle quality requirements have been sug-

gested [21], [22]. However, few approaches address the

prioritization of quality requirements and none incorporates

software architecture evaluation results. A survey from 2008

on quality requirements prioritization [23] found that many

approaches only convert quality requirements into functional

requirements for cost estimation. For example, a security

requirement might be operationalized by requiring a login

functionality. However, operationalization does not reflect

the pervasive nature and continuous scale of such quality

requirements as performance or reliability. Thus, prioritiza-

tion techniques for functional requirements are not properly

applicable to quality requirements in general [24], [5].

As an exception, the QUPER approach [25] specifi-

cally supports analysts to define appropriate quality levels.

However, reasoning in QUPER is qualitative and relies

on manually estimating quality requirements costs without

considering complex dependencies. Our proposed approach

could complement QUPER by providing these dependencies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described an architecture-driven

QR prioritization process. It helps software architects and

requirements analysts (1) to decide on required quality levels

(e.g. 5 seconds response time) considering quality trade-offs

and costs, and (2) to trade-off quality and functionality.

To realize the proposed process, two main research chal-

lenges need to be tackled. First, we will extend our existing

software architecture improvement method PerOpteryx [9]

to take into account relevant operationalized QRs and

functional requirements. To do so, the degree of freedom

model will be extended to also capture the effects of these

requirements. Second, the detection of dependencies and

conflicts in the results found by the design space exploration



needs to be automated to make the insights accessible for

DMs.
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